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Ulverstone is an attractive town on Tasmania’s north west coast. It has a natural setting on the banks of the
Leven River between the coast of Bass Strait and rural hills and mountains. Its compact, convenient town
centre, relaxed pace and friendly community make it a desirable residential location whilst its strategic location
between, and close to, the larger urban settlements of Burnie and Devonport with air and shipping links to
mainland Australia provides a good base for business.
Ulverstone’s vision is expressed in the Ulverstone Community Plan, 2007:

“Our Ulverstone
Vibrant and progressive
A safe and healthy place to live
Centred on the waterfront.”
    

        

“Grow a vibrant commercial centre. Ulverstone is the retail centre to many communities on the coast. It
needs to be vibrant and responsive to community needs. It should also be a showcase for Ulverstone’s identity.
Quality, creative urban design is essential to achieving these outcomes. Facilities like toilets and car parks
need to be safe and clean. Signage, outdoor dining, paving, revamped shop fronts and good coffee will enhance
the experience of making Ulverstone’s CBD not just a shopping space but a place the community wants to be in,
uses and recommends.” (Consultant’s emphasis).
This document provides Urban Design Guidelines for the Ulverstone CBD. Council’s existing urban design
guidelines contained in the Ulverstone Cultural Planning Study,1996, by John Mongard, Landscape
Architects provided a well researched direction for urban design and resulted in some excellent capital works
by the Council. However the guidelines were not embedded into the Central Coast Planning Scheme and
                
for a strategic urban design framework with development guidelines ready to be incorporated into the planning
scheme. Implementation of the urban design framework will occur through both development control and
Council’s capital works programme.
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STUDY AREA
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BRIEF
The Consultants Brief for the Development of Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone prepared by
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RESPONSE TO BRIEF
In responding to the Council’s brief, consultants GHD undertook the following:
º

Community consultation

º

    ; * 

º

Review of relevant documents

º

Site visits and site analysis

º

Development of urban design guidelines

º

Preparation of development guidelines for incorporation into the Central Coast Planning Scheme (to be
developed after review of urban design guidelines)

Community consultation
Consultation with the community was seen as an essential initial step in the development of the urban design
guidelines. Several strategies were used to gain an understanding of community values, attitudes and issues
relating to future planning and urban design. The consultation program was held over two days on Friday
5 December and Saturday 6 December, 2008. It consisted of informal sessions for the broader community
with people viewing a display of preliminary observations and opportunities for Ulverstone and participating
in informal discussions with GHD staff, and a workshop with Central Coast Councillors. A workshop with
representatives of the Youth Council occurred earlier on 18 November 2008. Further details on the community
consultation including the outcome is contained in the Report for Ulverstone Urban Design Guidelines,
Consultation Summary, January 2009.



 

 

This study involved a review of relevant documents including the Ulverstone Cultural Planning Study and
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parking study are contained in the       

 



Study, December 2008.
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Review of relevant documents
Reading relevant documents provided a source of background information which facilitated an understanding of
the urban design issues for Ulverstone. These documents included:
º

Central Coast Planning Scheme, 2005

º

Central Coast Strategic Plan, 2004-2009

º

Ulverstone Community Plan, 2007

º

Ulverstone Cultural Planning Study, 1996, John Mongard, Landscape Architects

º

Ulverstone Cultural Precinct Master Plan

º

Ulverstone Wharf Redevelopment Master Plan

º

Leven River Precinct Study Report

º

Penguin Urban Design Guidelines

º

Central Coast Framework for Settlement and Investment (draft)

º

Central Coast Tourism Strategy

º

  5  

º

Central Coast Coastal Management Plan

Site visits and site analysis
Site visits on two occasions were undertaken to assess the urban design issues and to meet with Council
                _    
                
preliminary urban design principles and strategies.
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These objectives are derived from the Community Plan, Strategic Plan, Cultural Planning Study, community consultation,
the project brief and discussion with Council. They provide a guiding framework for the development of principles and
strategies for urban design in Ulverstone.
º

Develop Ulverstone as a town with a distinct identity which is derived from its natural setting, its heritage and its
vibrant, progressive and accessible town centre

º

Cultivate Ulverstone as an enticing destination on the Central Coast and the gateway to many natural
attractions in the region

º

Z          * 

º

Maintain a vibrant town centre with a variety of shops catering for local and regional residents and visitors

º

4  !"                  

º

Create a CBD which offers a variety of activities and involvement

º

Celebrate the town’s rich history to inform future generations and provide an attraction for visitors

º

Develop a town which offers its residents a high degree of amenity through an appropriate mix of landuses and
a well designed and maintained public realm

º

Z *      $  *      8  *
character

º

Develop the CBD in a manner which responds to community values, attitudes and concerns

º

Develop the CBD to be inclusive and accessible, safe and healthy

º

Z       

º

Develop urban design initiatives which are achievable and cost effective
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KEY ASSETS AND CHALLENGES
  *       $    ; *      
column provides a category under which key assets and challenges as well as principles and strategies in the
 *  *    $_=`$        $ 
_ *  
LANDSCAPE CONTEXT

     <   

=Zq`##Z#

{`zzZ|}Z#

Natural setting of the town

Visual connections to landscape context are not
acknowledged and celebrated

Variety in surrounding natural landscapes from

Visual connections to landscape context are at

rural hills, forested hills and Dial Range, still

times obscured by structures or signage

waters of Leven River and Bass Strait seascape
Z8     ; *z

Physical connections to adjacent and distant

River and adjacent to Bass Strait encircling the

landscapes are not easy or promoted

town

Postcards from the Visitor Centre showing the natural

Surrounding network of walking and cycling

There are no safe pedestrian routes from CBD to

paths including: Penguin- Cradle Trail,

wharf area. Lack of safe pedestrian crossings to

Tasmanian Trail, Turners Beach – Ulverstone

Anzac Park.

foreshore path (under development)

 *    *   
identity of the town to visitors and is highly valued

Some development in Crescent St turns its back

by the community.

to the water and faces internal car parks. This lack
of an active frontage to the footpath discourages
pedestrians.
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Views to Leven River

Views to Leven River
& Dial Range

Views to Bass Strait

Views to Dial Range

Views to rural hillsides

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT
Major Visual Connections
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LAND USE AND

=Zq`##Z#
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ACTIVITIES

CBD has distinct precincts, each with distinctive

Some recent development is not consistent with

characteristics.

character of the precinct in which it is located

Vibrant town centre

Lack of activity and vibrancy in eastern end of
Reibey St
Lack of night time activity

Compact, convenient, accessible town centre

Some car related and car dependent activities in
Reibey St are not suited to a street front location in

Good range of retail shops and services

12
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a compact pedestrian oriented town centre

PRECINCT CHARACTER
The character of each precinct is defined by its landuse
and buildings.
Heritage residential

Centred on Main St, detached
houses, mostly timber, 1-2 storeys,
late 19th century (C) to early 20th
century (C)

Residential

South west of CBD, detached
houses and multi-unit residential,
brick or timber , 1-2 storeys,
20C

Town centre

Reibey St, attached small scale
shops, built to street frontage,
brick, 1-2 storeys, late 19C-20C

Town centre services

Side streets to Reibey St,
professional offices, estate
agents, civic offices, emergency
services, diverse scale, varying
setbacks, brick or timber, 1-2
storeys, late 19C-20C

Community use

Scattered through CBD, includes
churches, halls, civic centre, library,
aged care, child care, diverse
scale, varying setbacks, brick or
timber, 1-2 storeys, late 19C-20C

Open space

Parks and green spaces for
recreation and civic uses, pre
dominantly along the river

Cultural

Museum, arts workshops.

Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone CBD
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BUILT FORM

=Zq`##Z#
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Within precincts there are generally consistent

Some new development, particularly multi-unit

built form characteristics such as building height,

residential is not consistent with existing characteristics

scale, façade treatment, setback, site coverage

of building height, scale, façade treatment, setback, site

and orientation. This provides a homogeneity which

coverage and orientation

contributes to the town identity.
Well designed and maintained urban detailing such

Urban detailing in Reibey St reduces at eastern end near

as paving, pavement art, street furniture and street

the Shrine of Remembrance which can be considered

tree planting contributes to the vibrancy of town

the gateway to the CBD.

centre.

Blank walls to footpaths and areas of off street car
parking in front of buildings detract from vibrancy and
amenity of street.
Community would like more modern features, including
shop fronts.

Over scaled large supermarket developments act

Large supermarkets may attract shoppers away from

as magnets to town centre without detracting from

CBD streets.

main street character due to their location to the rear of
Reibey St.
Heritage buildings and structures contribute richness

Only those buildings on the Tasmanian Heritage Register

to the town’s character. As well as buildings on

are protected under the planning scheme.

the Tasmanian Heritage Register, heritage values

No interpretation of heritage.

are evident at a precinct scale around Main St, in
structures and built works other than buildings e.g.
public art and in 20th century (C) buildings such as
the art deco RSL Club and the Civic Centre.
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Multi-unit development in the heritage precinct detracts
from heritage values.

Built form - existing
The plan showing building footprints (black) and
space for roads, parking and open space (white),
clearly shows the density of development and the
site coverage.
In the town centre precinct along Reibey St, the
density of built form, characterised by a high
degree of site coverage and building to the street
frontage weakens towards the eastern end. The
dense development contributes to the intensity of
experience along the street.
The consistency of building scale and setback along
Main St in the heritage precinct is also evident.

BUILT FORM
Existing

Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone CBD
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OPEN SPACE

=Zq`##Z#
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Z8   ;   *

Lack of open spaces attractive to young people to

town

hang out in the CBD

Foreshore park forms gateway to CBD from

Anzac Park not strongly connected to CBD, and its

$    * *   

*    

and green spaces in CBD.

in its landscape

Many attractive small landscaped spaces

Minimal outdoor dining spaces

Limited attractions for visitors
Consistent theme in most Ulverstone parks

Need for open space with a contemporary theme

related to war memorials
Boer War memorial in Kings Parade is not easily
accessible
Well designed and maintained urban details
including paving, pavement art, street

Urban detailing may need to be updated

furniture and street tree planting
Multi-unit development is reducing private open
space/gardens
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MOVEMENT
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AND PARKING

Popular foreshore shared pathway for walking

{ *   3 #  *    

(incorporating

and cycling

A number of intersections in the CBD have a history of moderate to
high frequency of crashes

analysis from
the 




 

Compact town centre facilitates walking
Many arcades, lanes and through block

For further details

connections

see Appendix B)

#   ; *     

Alexandra Road as part of the ring road system is under-utilised.
Also lack of signage to promote ring road
A number of cross block vehicular lanes may be improved in terms
of access, amenity and safety

*      
due to visitors
Bus service through centre of town provides
convenience for public transport users

Illegible, confusing and pedestrian unfriendly road network at
southern end of Leven Bridge and intersection of Crescent St and
Kings Parade

Most car parks are not pedestrian friendly and can
be unsafe for children

#           
manoeuvrability
Limited designated cycle routes within CBD
Z8  *      $  
Foreshore cycle path stops at wharf area, but starts again in Anzac
Park
Lack of safe pedestrian connection from town centre to wharf area
Lack of safe pedestrian crossing of Alexandra Road opposite the
pedestrian rail crossing. This link is used by children walking to
school
Lack of signage on ring road to promote car parks
Large areas of car parking not pedestrian friendly, particularly for
parents/carers with young children

This car park is pedestrian friendly and provides an
attractive forecourt to the Civic Centre

Some arcades and lanes are not particularly pedestrian friendly

Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone CBD
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-

existing parking areas
Ulverstone CBD is well provided
with car parks. Their location in
the centre of blocks reduces their
visual impact and retains activity
at the street edge. Access to them
from the ring road needs to be
promoted
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The Principles and Strategies have been developed from the Key Assets and Challenges. The Strategies include those which may be implemented through planning
scheme provisions as well as those which may be incorporated into Council’s works programmes.

LANDSCAPE

53X|X5zZ#

#3`Z}XZ#

CONTEXT

Visually connect the CBD with its
landscape setting

Z      $ *        $   *$
providing view points and interpretation
Relocate or remove foreshore gateway in Victoria Street to open up views from CBD to Bass Strait
Implement Council’s Street Tree Planting Strategy, in particular for those streets with views to surrounding
 *= *Z  #$`8 3
Create view points with interpretation at places with key views to surrounding landscape e.g. western end of Reibey
St with views to Leven River and Dial Range

Physically connect CBD with its
landscape setting, both adjacent and
distant landscapes

   ; *  * !"  *`8 3 Z 
lanes are provided on new bridge to connect CBD with West Ulverstone foreshore and beyond. (see Movement and
Parking below)
Connect long distance walking and cycling routes to CBD e.g. Penguin-Cradle Trail, Tasmanian Trail, Turners Beach
foreshore path

Redevelop wharf area including safe
access from CBD

Continue foreshore walking and cycling route through wharf area and connect to Anzac Park under new bridge

Orientate buildings to face the water

Z    = *5    # z3       *
+ ;-  *  Z * 8  *     ;
the river to create an active frontage to adjacent footpaths

Seed redevelopment of the wharf area by:
º continuing the foreshore pathway through wharf site behind the existing wharf shed and under new bridge
º rationalising vehicle access and carparking
º install interpretation on wharf
º improve pedestrian access from Reibey Street to wharf area
º reuse existing wharf shed for low cost activities such as a farmers market, small café, exhibition space

Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone CBD
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The view of Bass Strait along Victoria Street
from the CBD contributes to the distinctive
character of Ulverstone, however the existing
log gateway intrudes into this view.

The view along Alexandra Road is open and
not focussed on the distant views to rural hills

Relocate or remove visual intrusions such
as the log gateway in Victoria St to open up
views to Bass Strait

Street tree planting in Alexandra Rd to visually
connect the CBD with its rural setting and
mountain backdrop

Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone CBD

and mountains.

The end of Reiby Street has views of the
Leven River and Dial Range, both important
components of Ulverstone’s distinctive natural
setting. The potential of this visual connection
is not acknowledged and intrusions into the
view exist in the form of street signs and road
barriers.

Create a view point at the end of Reibey St by
extending the footpath pavement, installation
of intepretation of the Dial Range and
relocation of road signs to open up views to
the river and mountains

LAND USE AND

53X|X5zZ#

#3`Z}XZ#

ACTIVITIES

Maintain precinct character of CBD as illustrated on
page 13

    !"    *             
development controls to ensure new development is consistent with existing character and/or desired future
character

Maintain vibrancy of town centre especially along

5 3 #   *         *  

Reibey St

Z   !"    

Maintain small scale retail development along Reibey St, and locate larger chain stores in side streets through
planning scheme provisions

the compact pedestrian oriented town centre

Consider locating car related businesses and bulky goods sales outside the CBD through planning scheme
provisions

Z *   8  

Z   *   *       8     

activities which contribute to the vibrancy of the town
centre, particularly along Reibey St
Z *     !"   
night time activity

Uses which support nightime activity include: cinema, restaurants, community events, night markets, outdoor
 *$ $  Z *          *  $
amphitheatre. Council to consider the development of a cultural strategy to facilitate cultural events in the CBD,
especially in the evenings and in public spaces.

Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone CBD
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BUILT FORM

53X|X5zZ#

#3`Z}XZ#

Retain existing character of CBD in new

Planning scheme provisions to ensure existing built form characteristics are maintained. Standards to include
building height, scale, setback, site coverage, orientation

development
Maintain vibrancy and amenity of town centre

Through planning scheme provisions require new development in Reibey St to build to the frontage of the site,
provide an awning over the footpath of a width consistent with others in Reibey St, locate the main entrance on
Reibey St and provide an active frontage to the street (large windows and doors as a minimum)
 *  *     <        = *Z  #  
the blocks either side of Reibey St to build to the frontage of the site, locate the main entrance on the street and
provide an active frontage to the street
    *    3 #= *Z  # = *5   *
more street activity such as retailers extending onto footpath, outdoor dining, buskers. Council to develop a
mechanism for managing harmonious uses of the footpath.
Z8     *  *$     **  3 #
the Shrine of Remembrance to enhance vibrancy of town centre
Z *          *  

Reduce the visual impact of off street car parks

For all commercial/non residential development within the CBD locate off street car parking behind buildings through
planning scheme provisions
For all residential development within the CBD, locate off street car parking beside or behind buildings through
planning scheme provisions
In existing car parks with street frontages, encourage owners to plant a landscape screen along the street edge or to
develop new buildings along the street frontage with an active edge to the street

Maximise opportunity provided by large
supermarkets and adjacent car parks

22
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Improve amenity of through block connections (lanes and arcades) from supermarket car parks to Reibey Street and
side streets to attract supermarket shoppers to CBD streets. Improvements may include designated footpaths, tree
 *$ *       *   * *  *   *
fronting onto lanes and arcades

BUILT FORM

53X|X5zZ#

#3`Z}XZ#

Retain, protect and interpret heritage

#   * !"    *  * *      { *
Register

buildings and structures

Develop a Council register of heritage places, including heritage listed buildings, and other buildings and built works
of heritage value e.g. 20C buildings, pavement artworks, Apex Park
5      ;  *   !"          
Z    *           *     *  
scale, encourage new development which is compatible with heritage values and discourage unnecessary
demolition. Standards for any development in the heritage precinct may include building height, scale, setback, site
coverage, orientation, materials and colours. Consider a council appointed heritage advisor to work with developers
at the design stage prior to submitting planning applications.
Develop a CBD heritage walk to include heritage listed buildings, other built works of heritage value, interpretation
sites and history museum
Consider new development as heritage

Z     *   <     *

of the future

Z      
development does not detract from the
existing character of the town

Planning scheme provisions to support multi-unit residential development in south west area of CBD. Planning
scheme to set standards for setbacks, site coverage by both buildings and driveways and building orientation of
multi-unit development. (This may take the form of a multi-unit residential schedule for the CBD.)
Council to require landscape plans to be submitted with planning applications for multi –unit residential development.
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Proposed heritage walk
Heritage value / cultural heritage
Proposed cultural precinct with History Museum

To foreshore parks

Heritage listed properities

Visitor centre

BUILT FORM
Cultural Heritage Initiatives
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OPEN SPACE

53X|X5zZ#

#3`Z}XZ#

Provide opportunities for young people to hang out

Develop landscape plans for Lions Park and Anzac Park with the aim of providing attractions for young people eg
> < $; $  *$ *$; 5       
Anzac park should not detract from its role as a civic space.

in the CBD
Provide opportunities for outdoor dining

Provide paving in areas where there are opportunities for outdoor dining e.g. cultural precinct entrance from Reibey
St entrance to cultural precinct (beside wave sculpture)
Consider installing permanent café tables and seats to encourage establishment of cafes with outdoor dining in
appropriate locations e.g. in Apex Park, in widened footpaths on Reibey St, on wharf

Strengthen the connection between Anzac Park and
town centre

Z    *  z!
connecting Anzac Park with the wharf

*  *          

*$

Facilitate pedestrian access from Kings Parade to Anzac Park
Build on Ulverstone’s war memorial themed parks

Develop a Peace Park, possibly on part of Anzac Park site, to provide a contemporary interpretation of the theme
Seek approval from RSL to relocate the Boer War memorial from Kings Parade to the small park beside the Shrine of
Remembrance

Continually monitor and evaluate urban details

Z8  *       *  *      Z 
any new designs and materials are compatible with existing

Z    ;  

Reduce extent of impermeable pavements and use permeable pavements where possible

sustainable

Follow principles of water sensitive urban design (WSUD)
Promote biodiversity through planting indigenous plant species to provide food and habitat for native animals and
connecting areas of open space and planting to create wildlife corridors
Source materials which are local, durable, robust and have low embodied energy
 *  8  *  *
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MOVEMENT

53X|X5zZ#

#3`Z}XZ#

AND PARKING

3  *    !"

Promote the use of the ring road and its use as primary access point to car parks

(incorporating
 **    *     *   * 

recommendations
from 




X       ;

 #

    *         
Rationalise movement for vehicles, cycles and pedestrians around the southern end of the Leven Bridge in particular the

for further details

intersection of Kings Parade, Crescent St, Reibey St. Use the opportunity of the bridge redesign to ensure that the best

see Appendix B)

future solutions are facilitated and not precluded
Promote sustainable transport

Council to develop a sustainable transport policy
" ; *  * ; *   *       
developments instead of provision of additional car parking (i.e. a cash-in-lieu contribution). Use the funds collected for
pedestrian and cycle infrastructure
Advocate for the location of the proposed bus interchange in such a way as to maximise convenience for visitors, cyclists
and pedestrians e.g. near the Visitor Centre which is a short walk from the CBD, brings visitors to the Visitor Centre,
could share facilties with the Visitor Centre and makes use of vacant land

Make the CBD cycle friendly

Implement a 40 km/h speed limit within CBD streets to encourage their use as shared space for cycles and vehicles
In planning cycle routes, give consideration to their use for both recreation and transport
Plan cycle routes around edge of CBD to give access to key destinations, especially those used by non car drivers e.g.
schools, parks, sports grounds, retirement villages
Continue foreshore shared pathway through wharf area, behind wharf shed
Connect cycle routes to recreation and cycle touring routes in the region (see Landscape Context)
Z           *  z!
Provide cycle parking at key destinations
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MOVEMENT

53X|X5zZ#

#3`Z}XZ#

AND PARKING

Make the CBD more pedestrian friendly

Improve pedestrian amenity of through block connections (lanes and arcades), especially when shared with vehicles

(incorporating

    *  > ; 8    3 # = *Z  #  

recommendations
from 


pedestrian amenity


Improve pedestrian access to and through wharf area, particularly from CBD, in accordance with Wharf Master Plan

 -

for further details
see Appendix B)

Facilitate pedestrian access from the Visitor Centre to the Cultural Precinct
Maximise usage of car parks

Improve amenity and safety for pedestrians in car parks, particularly those with children
Install signage on ring road indicating location of car parks and number of spaces available
Review layout of car parks (particularly behind buildings fronting southern edge of Reibey St) and rationalize to make
$       

Provide parking for large vehicles such

Create a parking area for campervans and other large vehicles next to the Visitor Centre

as campervans

Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone CBD
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Car parking (existing)
Existing walking paths, arcades & lanes giving through block connections
Proposed pedestrian connections

MOVEMENT & PARKING
Pedestrian Connectivity

28
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Note
Streets within CBD to be shared
spaces for vehicles and cycles.
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PRIORITY 1
#3`Z}q>`X|
1.Include the following urban design guidelines into the Central Coast Planning Scheme

30

3`X|`zZ

º

    !"     *     
precinct characters and provides development controls to ensure new development
is consistent with existing character and/or desired future character and provides an
appropriate mix of land uses and activites which contribute to the identity of the town

Inserting agreed development guidelines into the planning scheme is low cost and readily
achievable by the Central Coast Council. This action recognizes and responds to the role
developers play in achieving good urban design.
{ *       !"    *     
are characterized by particular land uses and activities. In particular, the small scale
speciality shops along Reibey St contribute vibrancy to the town centre precinct.

º

Z  existing built form characteristics are maintained. Standards for new
development should include building height, scale, setback, site coverage,
orientation

The compact, convenient and accessible CBD with its relaxed pace is valued by the
community. It is important to maintain the built form characteristics which contribute to these
qualities.

º

Require new development in Reibey St to build to the frontage of the site, provide
an awning over the footpath of a width consistent with others in Reibey St, locate
the main entrance on Reibey St and provide an active frontage to the street (large
windows and doors as a minimum)

Shops built to the frontage of the site with active frontages contribute to the liveliness of
the street. Awnings provide amenity to shoppers. These characteristics are consistent with
existing shops in Reibey St and contribute to its vibrancy

º

3<        = *Z  #  
blocks either side of Reibey St to build to the frontage of the site, locate the main
entrance on the street and provide an active frontage to the street

Shops built to the frontage of the site with active frontages contribute to the liveliness of the
street. This pattern is consistent with existing character in the side streets off Reibey St

º

Z    = *5    # z
River and provides active frontages (i.e. no blank walls) to the footpaths along
these streets

º

Maintain the small scale retail development along Reibey St, and locate larger
chain stores in side streets through planning scheme provisions

The intensity of experience along Reibey St is partially due to the small scale of shop
frontages. Large scale shops are better located in side streets

º

Consider zoning which locates car related and car dependent businesses and bulky
goods sales outside the CBD

!  < * *     ;*  >    
parking are inconsistent with a pedestrian focused town centre. These uses are better
located outside the CBD.
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Active frontages to streets, achieved by having doors and windows to the street encourages
usage of the footpath. Footpaths in Kings Parade and Crescent St have visual and physical
connections to the river.

PRIORITY 1
#3`Z}q>`X|

3`X|`zZ

º

Z *     *    

The community feels the CBD lacks night time activity and would like to see improvements
in this area

º

For all commercial/non residential development within the CBD, locate off street car
parking behind buildings

Areas of off street car parking in front of buildings create an unattractive streetscape
and prevent footpaths being enlivened by an active frontage. This creates footpaths less
conducive to walking

º

For all residential development within the CBD, locate off street car parking behind
or beside buildings

Although space occupied by car parking in a residential development is relatively small, the
same rationale as above can be applied albeit to a lesser extent

º

Z    *           * 
retain heritage values at a precinct scale, encourage new development which is
compatible with heritage values and discourage unnecessary demolition. Standards
for any development in the heritage precinct may include building height, scale,
setback, site coverage, orientation, materials and colours. Consider a council
appointed heritage advisor to work with developers at the design stage prior to
submitting planning applications.

º

Z     *   <   
design

High standards of contemporary design and construction should be maintained,
remembering that this will be the heritage of the future

          ;$ 
coverage by both buildings and driveways and building orientation. Promote multiunit residential development in the south west area of CBD.

There is a demand for residential unit development, however the existing examples of this
type of development are not consistent with the character of surrounding detached housing.
Planning scheme controls can help ensure they do not detract from the existing character of
the CBD

Council to require landscape plans to be submitted with planning applications for
multi –unit residential development

A well designed landscape for both hard and soft works around unit development will also
reduce the visual impact of the development. This will require Council staff experienced in
assessing landscape plans and a process for ensuring landscape works are implemented in
accordance with the plans

ºZ

º

The area containing heritage houses has value as a heritage precinct and should be
regulated to retain this value. This heritage precinct may extend outside the CBD study
area. Unnecessary demolition should be discouraged and new development should be
contemporary and compatible with existing. This does not mean the adoption of a historicist
or copying approach to design

º
Develop parking policies to manage parking issues including the collection of a
              
parking. Use these funds for pedestrian and cycle infrastructure

There is an adequate provision of parking in the CBD. Accepting cash-in-lieu of parking in
new development and using the funds for pedestrian and cycle infrastructure will encourage
more active and healthy forms of transport

Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone CBD
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PRIORITY 2
#3`Z}q>`X|
1.

Seed redevelopment of the wharf area by:
º

continuing the foreshore shared pathway through wharf site behind the existing
wharf shed and connecting to Anzac Park under the new bridge

º

rationalizing vehicle access and car parking in accordance with the Wharf
Redevelopment Master Plan

º

improving pedestrian access from Reibey Street to wharf area

º

installing interpretation on wharf

3`X|`zZ
The redevelopment of the wharf area is possibly the most important initiative for Ulverstone’s
!"X         q  $  
and the broader community. It is consistent with the Community Plan and Strategic Plan,
it will connect the CBD with the water and increase the vibrancy of the town by providing a
public space with opportunities for outdoor dining. However the process of redeveloping the
wharf area may take some time.There are incremental improvements which are relatively
low cost and easy to implement, would not impact on future development and could be
constructed in the near future

º
reusing the existing wharf shed for activities which have a low cost for council, but
        $      *
farmers market, small café, exhibition space

2. Implement Council’s Street Tree Planting Strategy, in particular for those streets with
   * *= *Z  #$`8 3
3.

Create view points with interpretation at places with key views to surrounding landscape
e.g. western end of Reibey St with views to Leven River and Dial Range

View points with interpretation celebrate the connection with the natural setting and provide
information for visitors about the surrounding landscape

4.


Connect foreshore walking and cycling routes to CBD. Consider doing this with cycle
*`8 3 Z      *
CBD with West Ulverstone foreshore and beyond. Connect long distance walking and
cycling routes to CBD e.g. Penguin-Cradle Trail, Tasmanian Trail, Turners Beach
foreshore path

Links between the CBD and the foreshores of the Leven River and distant natural
landscapes can be strengthened by the addition of walking and cycling routes. These may
be considered as part of a network of long distance regional cycling and walking routes from
Devonport to Cradle Mountain. Alexandra Road connects the foreshore walking and cycling
route with the CBD (also schools, the industrial estate and Simplot). Victoria St provides a
direct route from the foreshore to the CBD. Cycle lanes on the new bridge are part of the link
to the foreshores of West Ulverstone and Penguin and beyond

 Z8     *  *$     **
the eastern end of Reibey St to the Shrine of Remembrance to increase the vibrancy of
town centre

32

   *      *     
community. Street tree planting enhances the connection of the CBD with its landscape
context
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The eastern end of Reibey St lacks the standard of urban detailing evident in the western
end. This end of the street forms one of the main gateways to the town centre and its
location adjacent to Ulverstone’s most recognized landmark and the proposed cultural
precinct make it worthy of an upgrade

PRIORITY 2
#3`Z}q>`X|

3`X|`zZ

E #   * !"    *  * *  
listed on the Tasmanian Heritage Register
7.

Develop a Council register of heritage places, including heritage listed buildings,
and other buildings and built works of cultural heritage value eg 20C buildings,
pavement artworks, Apex Park

' 5      ;  *   !"     
local community and visitors
9.

Develop a CBD heritage walk to include heritage listed buildings, other built works of
heritage value, interpretation sites and the history museum

10. Develop landscape plans for Lions Park and Anzac Park with the aim of providing
   **> < $; $
climbing wall, seating, basketball hoop. Provision of these facilites in Anzac park should
not detract from its role as a civic space.
11. Provide paving in areas where there are opportunities for outdoor dining e.g. entrance
to proposed Cultural Precinct from Reibey St (beside wave sculpture). Consult with
traders to ascertain appropriate locations
12. Consider installing permanent café tables and seats to encourage establishment of
cafes with outdoor dining in appropriate locations e.g. in Apex Park, in widened
footpaths on Reibey St, on wharf. Consult with traders to ascertain appropriate locations
? Z    *  z! *  *       
access under the bridge, connecting Anzac Park with the wharf
? Z           *  z!

*

Continual review of heritage listing is important to keep pace with changing attitudes on
what constitutes heritage e.g. there is increasing recognition of the heritage value of 20C
buildings
Places which do not qualify for the state heritage register may still have cultural heritage
value for the local community and be of interest to visitors. They should be listed on a
Council register of heritage places
A range of interpretation from plaques to signs and interpretive sculptures could be used
to tell the story of the town and its people
A heritage walk would provide an activity for visitors and an educational opportunity for
schools
The Youth Council has requested somewhere for young people to hang out in the CBD

The provision of a basic level of infrastructure can facilitate development of desired
activities

The provision of a basic level of infrastructure can facilitate development of desired
activities
See redevelopment of wharf area (above).The design of the new Leven Bridge is
an opportunity to ensure the best solution for the provision of future infrastructure is
facilitated and not precluded

15. Rationalise movement for vehicles, cycles and pedestrians around the southern end of
the Leven Bridge in particular the intersection of Kings Parade, Crescent St, Reibey St
?EZ8  *       *  *  
   Z   *      
existing

To achieve the vibrant and progressive vision of Ulverstone in the Community Plan,
design details need to be regularly reviewed and updated
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PRIORITY 2
#3`Z}q>`X|
17. Implement environmentally sustainable practices in Council’s capital works through:

  *8  W *     
   *+/#"-W  *     *  *  * 
to provide food and habitat for native animals and connecting areas of open space and

 *      W  *    $  $ 
     *W * *  8  *  *
18. Promote the use of the ring road through the use of signage and street tree planting to

    * 
19. Promote the use of the ring road as the primary access point to the car parks. Install
signage on the ring road indicating the location of car parks and number of spaces
available
20. Council to develop a sustainable transport policy

21. Locate proposed bus interchange to maximize convenience for visitors, cyclists and
pedestrians e.g. near the Visitor Centre

3`X|`zZ
Another way in which the Council can achieve the vision of being progressive

  *    *        *  3 # 
 3 #  *         *  
Accessing the car parks from outside the CBD helps maintain pedestrian and cyclist amenity
in the CBD
This would acknowledge Council’s commitment to sustainable transport, including bus
travel, cycling, walking and car pooling.Sustainable transport helps achieve the vision of
 _   
The Visitor Centre is a short walk from the CBD, buses would bring visitors to the Visitor
Centre, the bus interchange could share facilties with the Visitor Centre and also makes use
of vacant land

22. Implement a 40 km/h speed limit within CBD streets to encourage their use as shared
space for cycles and vehicles

Low vehicle speeds make shared roadways used by vehicles and cycles safer for cyclists

23. In planning cycle routes, give consideration to their use for both recreation and
transport

Z8  *     5       
riding to work , school and shopping

24. Plan cycle routes around the edge of CBD to give access to key destinations, especially
those used by non car drivers e.g. schools, parks, sportsgrounds, retirement villages
In car parks, town centre, visitor centre, sports facilities, wharf area
25. Provide cycle parking at key destinations
26. Review layout of car parks (particularly behind buildings fronting southern edge of
Reibey St) and rationalize to make access, movement and provision of spaces more
  X         ;$    
with children
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The existing large car parks are not pedestrian friendly

PRIORITY 3
#3`Z}q>`X|
1.

Relocate or remove foreshore gateway in Victoria Street to open up views from CBD to
Bass Strait

%

Z * 8  *     ;     
frontage to adjacent footpaths

3.

Support and facilitate night time activity. For example, cinema, restaurants, community
events, night markets, music, peformance. Council to develop a cultural strategy to
encourage cultural events in the CBD.



    *    3 #= *Z  # 
Kings Parade to encourage more street activity such as retailers extending onto
footpath, outdoor dining, buskers. Consider widening footpaths and/or kerb extensions
   3 # = *Z  #     
well as pedestrian amenity. Council to develop a mechanism for managing harmonious
uses of the footpath.
5.

Improve amenity of through block connections (lanes and arcades) particularly from
supermarket car parks to Reibey Street and side streets to attract supermarket shoppers
to CBD streets. Improvements may include designated footpaths, tree planting, use
 *       *   * *  * 
buildings fronting onto lanes and arcades

3`X|`zZ

This could be achieved by creating a new entrance from the street in the blank façade or
using the wall for public art
The community feels night time activity is lacking in the CBD

Widened footpaths would facilitate street activity such as outdoor dining. To ensure public
amenity of the footpath is maintained, eg maintaining easy access for people with a disability,
especially visual impairment Council needs to have the ability to manage usage.

The many lanes and arcades through blocks contribute to pedestrian access throughout
the CBD and help make the town centre pedestrian friendly. However some of the existing
connections need improvements to make them attractive and safe. Attracting supermarket
shoppers from the supermarket car parks to Reibey St will contribute to the liveliness of
Reibey St

6.

Facilitate pedestrian access from Kings Parade to Anzac Park

This would help connect the CBD to the river

7.

Facilitate pedestrian access from the Visitor Centre to the proposed Cultural Precinct

This route would be an important one for visitors and would be part of an Ulverstone heritage
walk

8.

In existing car parks with street frontages, encourage owners to plant a landscape
screen along the street edge or to develop new buildings along the street frontage with
an active edge to the street

This would reduce the visual impact of street front car parks and make the area more
conducive to walking
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PRIORITY 3
#3`Z}q>`X|
9.

36

3`X|`zZ

Develop a Peace Park, possibly on part of Anzac Park site, to provide a contemporary
interpretation of the war memorial theme

This relates to the existing parks but is a progressive extension of the war memorial theme.
A community artist could work with the community, particularly school children to develop art
works for the park.

10. Seek approval from the RSL to relocate Boer War memorial from Kings Parade to the
small park beside the Shrine of Remembrance

X              X 
park, it will be more accessible and will also provide a focus for the small attractive park

??     *            * 

This would encourage use of the ring road.
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ULVERSTONE CULTURAL PLANNING STUDY, 1996, John Mongard, Landscape Architects
X#X|[3zZ3#|ZUlverstone will be a thriving centre focused on a strong main street. Its’ vibrant history and wonderful rural landscape will be integrated in the town to encourage
tourism and economic growth. Good planning and civic pride will make Ulverstone an outstanding centre within the region.
=Zq3Z44Z|`X|#

STATUS

1.

All completed except turning the western end into a one way street






Re-design Reibey Street to:
a. provide a better balance between pedestrians and vehicles
    
c. provide sheltered seating areas
d. maintain the same number of short term parking spaces
e. make it more attractive
         
*     3 #        * 
west to east

2. Prepare a strategy plan to relocate the bridge across the Leven River. The bridge is to
*3 #            
sides

Bridge design currently underway, cycle routes being negotiated



"  *     *       
Reibey Street/Crescent Street junction, selected tree plantings and making the northern
end of Kings Parade into a two way street

4.

Develop a master plan for the future of the Ulverstone Wharf and riverside precinct

Completed 2007

5.


The development of an historic town square as part of the Ulverstone History Museum
8$        $          
for the relocation of Skillshare

Not implemented

6.

The design of Ulverstone’s footpaths and car parks to:
a. develop improved paving treatments and patterns
b. select appropriate street and car park plantings
c. locate new street furniture and lights

Implemented although only minimally in car parks

Some tree plantings on ring road, but other recommendations not implemented

Urban Design Guidelines for Ulverstone CBD
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ULVERSTONE CULTURAL PLANNING STUDY, 1996, John Mongard, Landscape Architects

=Zq3Z44Z|`X|#+|"-

STATUS



3         *     *
and urban design concepts contained in the Study, to be considered as part of the new
Central Coast Planning Scheme

Not incorporated into planning scheme

8.

Foster a stronger image and marketing identity for the town through all of the above, and
the:
a. implementation of the urban design guidelines
  * _ 3*      *  *
c. creation of a range of brochures to promote the attractions and facilities of the
Ulverstone district, particularly the walking tracks



Promote the visitor interest and local knowledge of Ulverstone and help people locate
the town and its key attractions and facilities, through the design of signage and
information, including:

  _#        *; * ;*  
length of Reibey street and to the parks, river and museum
b. town entry, directional and community information signs
c. the creation of a visitor and community information centre with the relocation of the
   X     _     = *Z  # 
This, integrated into the redesign of Apex Park will open up the area, provide a
visible and accessible visitor information entre and a community information focus
point

Completed

9.

10. Continue the redesign of Apex Park in conjunction with the Apex Club, integrating the
relocated Visitor Information centre. The Park will:
a. provide for the youth in its design to minimize vandalism
b. have improved safety and access for the whole community
c. provide a central lunchtime gathering space
d. incorporate the work of local artists

  *         
?? X              

   *    = *Z  #    # 
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Alexandra Rd

Apex Park redeveloped

Pedestrian crossing at Victoria St only

COMMUNITY PLAN - MAY 2007
VISION
_Our Ulverstone, vibrant and progressive, a safe and healthy place to live, centred on the waterfront’
Future directions:
º

Redevelop the waterfront

º

Improve and develop recreation and open spaces

º

Care for the coastal and river environments

º

Grow a vibrant commercial retail area

º

Support arts and culture

º

X      

º

Z     8 

# $      **   
º

Implement the wharf redevelopment plan

º

Improve the aesthetics of and access to the river edge

º

Develop and construct a new bridge

º

Develop an integrated pathways plan

º

Review urban design guidelines including shop fronts, footpath management and signage

º

Complete the Reibey St upgrade

º

Z *    !"

º

Develop an outdoor dining policy

º

Complete an upgrade of public toilets in CBD

º

Review car parking strategy in CBD

º

Improve public transport services

º

X   *

º

Implement the local visitor strategy

º

Complete the visitor signage program
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CENTRAL COAST STRATEGIC PLAN 2004-2009
_Central Coast, a growing and innovative community, valuing our culture and natural resources’
Relevant objectives:
Community well-being
º

Improve community safety

º

Provide opportunities for the development and growth of young people

Industry and business development
º

" _`*   Z8

º

Develop innovative strategies to foster business opportunities

Leisure and recreation
º

Support an accessible, diverse and rich range of community arts and cultural activities

º

Promote events and major festivals that build our cultural identity

º

Co-ordinate management of tracks and reserves from Coast to Cradle

Natural resource management
º

Promote best practice environmental management of the hinterland and coast

º

Z *  *

º

Participate in water and catchment management

Tourism Development

40

º

Develop Coast to Leven Canyon concept

º

Improve visitor numbers to the municipal area

º

Z  z3     
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ULVERSTONE WHARF REDEVELOPMENT MASTER PLAN - MAY 2006, REV JUNE 2007
º

Shared pedestrian/ cycle waterfront path linking foreshore park to Anzac Park

º

Pedestrian/ cycle access to bridge

º

Retention of existing wharf structures: cafes, restaurant, art gallery

º

Small new building for boat charter

º

New mixed use building

º

Boat docking

º

Improved pedestrian links from Reibey St and across Crescent St

º

Vehicle access from northern end of site only

º

Car parking at northern end of site

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION

Report for Ulverstone Urban Design Guidelines Consultation Summary
Conclusions and Principles
º

X   $     

    

º

Z *                
vibrancy of the place

º

Z 8  *     

º

Celebrate the history of the town through conservation, interpretation and promotion of heritage assets

º

Improve and update streetscapes and promote consistency throughout the CBD

º

Consider zoning to allow for appropriate land uses

º

Z        *           

º

Z8  !"          ;      

º

Consider existing character and heritage features in all future planning.
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION (Cluster analysis of responses which have relevance to urban design in the CBD (Y = youth, C = Councillors, COM = community)

42
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COMMUNITY CONSULTATION (Cluster analysis of responses which have relevance to urban design in the CBD (Y = youth, C = Councillors, COM = community)
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TRAFFIC AND PARKING
3Z53[3zZ3#|Z3!`|"Z#X}|}X"ZzX|Z#3`[[X`|"5`3=X|}#"q
Summary of Recommendations:
# Z  3 | ;
º

Reduce speed limit to 40 km/h

º

Investigate roundabouts in ring road

º

Undertake road safety audits of key intersections

º

Undertake review of cross-block vehicular lanes in inner CBD

º

Review Leven Bridge design, especially intersection at southern end and provision for pedestrians and cyclists

º

           *  

Accessibility for Cyclists and Pedestrians
º

Consider installation of bicycle paths from foreshore through CND and connecting to schools eg along

º

Reduce speed limit to 40 km/h to promote sharing roadway with cyclists

º

Undertake further consultation to identify other possible cycle routes

º

     * * #

º

Provision of improved pedestrian/cyclist crossing facilities

º

5         `8 3 = *Z  #

Alexandra Rd, extension of foreshore path through the wharf area, across Leven Bridge

Car Parking and Management
º

Co-ordinate signage for car parks accessible from the ring road

º

Consider cash-in-lieu from parking in new development and use funds for cyclist and pedestrian infrastructure.

º

3     ; *3 #     

º

Develop a policy on sustainable transport.

º

Improve car parks to make them more pedestrian friendly, but not at the expense of loss of spaces.

Public Transport Services and infrastructure

44

º

Investigate utilization to establish if an expanded service is required.

º

Z    *   *
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SITE ANALYSIS Observations from site visit 8 November, 2008 which were used during community consultation.

$"%
'  %
%

% %

&  %
Compact convenient CBD
Good range of shops and services
Some inappropriate uses in town centre (e.g. car based services)
Good urban design (paving, art works etc)

Attractive streets
Friendly – wide footpaths encourage activity, meeting, chatting
Vibrant streets during the day

Attractive built heritage
Blank facades to street e.g. Woolworths

%

Lack of outdoor dining
No green space in town centre
Lack of provision for cyclists

%($%

Large amount of car parking (in centre of blocks)
Lack of provision for pedestrians in car parks

Car parks are major activity centres at night
Several arcades and lanes, though block connections
Traffic chaos at intersection of western end of Reibey Street, Kings
parade, Crescent St
  %%%

% %

Ringed by green and blue (rural landscapes, parklands, Leven
River, Bass Strait)
Some views and vistas to mountains, rural landscapes, Bass strait
from CBD

Proximity to Bass Strait and Leven River not obvious from town
centre

Lack of pedestrian connection to wharf area from town centre

&  %% "" %
Identify desired future characteristics based on existing qualities (urban
grain, set backs, site coverage, building height, building scale, façade
treatment, fencing) and include in planning scheme objectives
Identify inappropriate uses and amend development status where
required
Maintain street attractiveness and activity through prohibiting off street
car parking at frontage of properties
Implement street tree strategy
Encourage car parking at rear of properties in centre of blocks
Promote street activity

Maintain heritage values through a heritage schedule in planning
scheme preserving listed buildings and their settings
Ensure all development with CBD street frontage has a primary
entrance and windows to street to encourage active frontages and
avoid blank walls to streets e.g. Woolworths
Use existing blank facades as a canvas for public art
Encourage outdoor dining, e.g. eastern end of Reibey St
Provide green space in town centre
Increase opportunities for sustainable transport e.g. cycling
Provide cycle connections through CBD to schools, recreation areas,
residential areas
Assess need for car parking, possibly remove some on street parking to
provide cycle paths
Make car parks more pedestrian friendly with paths, tree planting
Encourage businesses to open rear areas to car parks (not at the
expenses of street access)
Reduce dominance of cars
Enhance pedestrianisation of CBD
Enhance through block connections (arcades, lanes)
Rationalise traffic at this intersection including pedestrian and cycle
routes
Strengthen connections with green and blue
Reinforce views to Bass Strait (along Victoria St) by removing visual
intrusions (gateway)
Reinforce views to surrounding rural landscapes through street tree
planting, art work, removing visual intrusions, providing view points
Physically connect CBD to parklands with cycle paths
Continue street tree planting to bring green elements into CBD
Link parklands via street trees to green space in town centre
Enhance views from Reibey St to wharf area
Improve pedestrian connection from CBD to wharf area
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BRIEF HISTORY OF ULVERSTONE
1847

First settlement on the Leven River.

?''
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a number of sawmills in the area and a landing stage at Nicholson’s Point as well as others further
upstream. The forests were quickly cleared exposing the rich volcanic soil. This resulted in the
development of potato cropping and beef and dairy cattle breeding.
1852

First recorded sale of land.

1854

Repeal of legislation favouring land purchases for the purpose of investment. This encouraged more
settlers to take up residence. First use of name Ulverstone in the Ulverstone Store.

?'E?
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1866

Construction of bridge at Nicholsons Point. This prevented vessels from travelling up river to landing
stages, so a small wharf was built on part of the site of the present wharf.

1870

25 inhabitants.

Z ?'&
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Road access available to most settled areas in the district.
?'
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1890




Completion of railway line from Launceston. This boosted agriculture and population growth and
      4 #3 # X `|!; 
Furners Hotel (1903) were constructed in Reibey St

1891

Population exceeded 1100 inhabitants.

?'@
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1900

Remained a busy port until late 19C.

1915-1950s

Branch railway line ran to Nietta, mostly carrying timber for the Burnie pulp mill.

1940s

Port usage declined as road transport takes over. Up until 1940s port was serviced by ships up to

1954

Development of Shrine of Remembrance.

2000 tonnes.
1990s

Bass Highway bypasses town, resulting in closure of businesses.

2008

Population of 12,000. Ulverstone is a vibrant regional centre for the agricultural district.
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